I am going to a science museum.

It is called the Montshire Museum of Science.

There are many interesting things to do and see at the museum.
I will walk to the museum door and open it.
I will enter a dark room with bubble tubes.

I will open another door to get to the admissions area.
Next I will walk to the admissions desk to check in.

Sometimes there is a line and I may need to wait for a few minutes.
A person will say hi to me.
I will get a sticker to wear.
I can pick up a map to plan where I will go and what I will see.
If I need to use the bathroom, I can look for this sign.
There are people who work at the museum called Explainers.

They wear red aprons.

If I need help or get lost, I can ask an Explainer.
Some areas at the museum are loud and some are quiet.

Some are crowded and some have fewer people.
If the inside of the museum is too loud, I can go outside.
I hope I can visit the museum again soon!